TENDER NOTICE

The undersigned invites tenders in sealed cover from established Educational Agencies or Professionals/Experts in this field for the supply of mathematical puzzles as per the list given below to set up a Puzzle Library in the University Campus Library at an estimated cost of 1.60 Lakhs.

**Name of Puzzles**

1. Triangular Puzzles
2. Square puzzles
3. T- puzzles
4. Hexagonal puzzles
5. Trapezium puzzles
6. Cube puzzles
7. Cuboid puzzles
8. Band puzzles
9. Board puzzles
10. Alphabetic puzzles
11. Chers puzzles
12. Drumo puzzles
13. Dice puzzles
14. Match stick puzzles
15. Line making puzzles
16. Number puzzles
17. Point joint puzzles
18. River crossing puzzles
19. Scientific puzzles
20. Thread puzzles
21. Topological puzzles
22. Token puzzles
23. Visual puzzles
24. Word puzzles
25. Magic square puzzles
26. Mathematical Tricks puzzles

Minimum of 10 or maximum of 30 sets should be included from at least 20 categories of the list. Total number of Puzzle sets should be 800. If it is difficult to find out 800 different items, between 200 & 300 items may be supplied in duplicates. The supplier can include additional puzzles not mentioned in the above list. The Puzzles should be supplied within three months after work order is issued. All puzzles should be supplied in separate spill proof covers marked with code numbers and number of items in the cover. The covers should have the description of the puzzle and the solution separately in connected cards. 3 copies of booklet giving all the descriptions and 3 copies of booklet giving all the solutions and a soft copy of each of the above should be supplied. The puzzles should be supplied within three months after the acceptance of the tender.

Tender should accompany Demand Draft for Rs. 500/- for tender cost and Rs. 5000/- towards EMD in favour of 'Deputy Librarian, University Campus Library, Kariavattom'.

Eligible parties may send their tender in sealed cover so as to reach the undersigned latest by 3PM on 13.11.2017. The tenders will be opened at 3.30 PM on the same date in the presence of vendors then present.

Kariavattom,
26.10.2017

Deputy Librarian
EXTENSION OF TENDER SUBMISSION DATE

This notification is in continuation of the Notice Inviting Tender published in University site on 26.10.2017 by Campus Library for the supply of mathematical puzzles to set up a Puzzle Library in the University Campus Library Kariavattom, from established Educational Agencies or Professionals / Experts. Campus Library has decided to extend the last date for submission of tenders further.

Revised date and time for submission of tender is by 15th December 2017. Opening of tenders will be done at 3 PM on the same date.

All other tender conditions remain unchanged. Further details and tender document are available on our University website.

Deputy Librarian